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ABSTRACT

Fluorescence spectra measured from biological samples, such as tissues or cell suspensions, are usually
distorted due to the light absorption by intrinsic chromophores. These distortions are aggravated by strong
scattering of light inside the samples. A new method is described for a fast correction of these spectral
distortions, using only steady-state spectroscopic measurements. The method is based on the formulas de-
rived from a simplified photon diffusion model, in the isotropic one-dimensional approximation applied to a
semi-infinite, highly scattering, and moderately absorbing medium with a refractive-index-matched bound-
ary. The formulas describe the spectral distortions of the fluorescence emission and excitation spectra, to-
gether with the diffuse reflectance spectrum, as the functions of one spectral characteristic of the medium, the
darkness, which is the ratio of absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient. The algorithm does
not involve any iterative procedures, and offers a direct, simple, and fast method for real-time spectral
correction. The true fluorescence emission or excitation spectrum is directly calculated from a pair of experi-
mental spectra: the fluorescence emission or excitation spectrum and the diffuse reflectance spectrum, mea-
sured from the same position on a sample. The correction produces the profile of the true fluorescence
spectrum, the same as the one measured from the corresponding sample with an infinitely low absorption
and no scattering. The restoration of the spectral profiles of true fluorescence emission and excitation spectra
was tested experimentally, using highly scattering phantoms with a fluorescent dye and a deliberately added
nonfluorescent dye producing strong inner-filter distortions. © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S1083-3668(98)00702-3]

Keywords fluorescence; internal absorption effect; inner-filter effect; re-absorption; multiple scattering; pho-
ton diffusion.

NOMENCLATURE OF DEFINITIONS

ma5(sapnp linear absorption coefficient;
sap absorption cross section of pth chromophore;
np number density of pth chromophore;
ms85((12gq)ssqnq

reduced scattering coefficient;

gq the mean cosine of scattering angle for qth scattering center;
ssq scattering cross section of qth scattering center;
nq number density of qth scattering center;
m t5ma1ms8 total attenuation coefficient;

l51/ms8 photon transport mean free path (MFP) (scattering transport length);

ldif5(3mams8)21/2 photon diffusion length;
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d5ma /ms8 darkness;

lx excitation wavelength;

lm wavelength of fluorescence emission;

c speed of light;

I incident light intensity (photon flux);
a incidence angle;
R(l)5Ir /I cos a diffuse reflectance;

Ir total intensity of diffuse reflection;

F(lm) intrinsic spectral intensity distribution function of fluorescence emission;
w fluorescence quantum yield (quantum efficiency);
m fx linear absorption coefficient of fluorescent chromophores (fluorophores) at the excita-

tion wavelength;
T5kFwm fx spectral intensity distribution function of the true fluorescence emission and excitation

spectra (k is a normalization constant);
r number density of photons (with all available wavelengths);
c(l)5]r/]l spectral number density of photons (in the unit interval of wavelengths centered at the

wavelength l);
I f total intensity of fluorescence emission from the surface;

i(lm ,lx)5]I f /]l spectral intensity of fluorescence emission from the surface;

J(lm ,lx)
5i(lm ,lx)/I

experimental fluorescence emission or excitation spectrum;

U fluence rate;

z linear coordinate (depth inside the medium);

indices:
x for values measured at the excitation wavelength;
m for values measured at the emission wavelength.
1 INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence spectroscopy is extensively used in bi-
ology and is starting to be used in medicine. The
native fluorescence from biological tissues1 is be-
coming a viable approach to medical diagnostics.
Fluorescence of extrinsic markers and contrasting
agents, such as fluorescein, hematoporphyrin, etc.,
incorporated into biopolymers and membranes,
added to living or excised biological tissues or to
extracts from them, or patient-administered, is also
an active field of investigation. Fluorescence spectra
measured from biological samples are very often
distorted due to the light absorption by intrinsic
chromophores. This phenomenon of spectral distor-
tion is known as inner-filter effect.2 Additional dips
or shoulders commonly appear in the observed
emission and excitation spectra from biological tis-
sues at the positions of the absorption bands of
heme3 or other molecules. The inner-filter effect is
immensely strong in the spectra from biological
media and other light-scattering samples because
multiple scattering increases the path lengths of
photons inside the sample. The resulting distortions
of fluorescence spectra, such as false maxima, are
sometimes misinterpreted. A demand exists for a
convenient method to correct the inner-filter effect
in the fluorescence spectra from biological samples.

The analysis of changes produced in the fluores-
cence spectra from biological tissues by the absorp-
tion of light by hemoglobin was performed by Liu
et al.3 They showed that the simplest approach of
the straight propagation of light, which is appli-
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cable in the case of strong absorption and weak
scattering, gives a satisfactory correction of the
inner-filter distortions of fluorescence spectra near
the long-wavelength end of the visible range. An
experimental study of the combined effect of light
scattering and absorption on the fluorescence spec-
tra was reported by Ahmed et al.4

Over the past two decades, the theory of fluores-
cence from light-absorbing and scattering media
became an active area of research.5–33 The spatial
distribution of the fluorescence emission from
highly scattering samples was theoretically and ex-
perimentally studied by many authors.6–11 The de-
pendence between the fluorescence intensity and
the concentration of fluorophores in highly scatter-
ing media was studied by Morton,12 Allen,13

Richards-Kortum et al.,14 and by Sinaasappel and
Sterenborg.15 The effect of the detector-tissue sepa-
ration on the fluorescence signal was investigated
by Warren et al.16 The dependence of the inner-
filter effect on the geometry of the experiment for
the fluorescence from tissues was analyzed by
Keijzer et al.17 An empirical relationship was found
between total fluorescence intensity and the absorp-
tion coefficients of the medium at some selected
wavelengths. Durkin et al.18 obtained a corrective
formula for the inner-filter effect, with the main ac-
cent on the overall fluorescence intensity. An effec-
tive removal of the inner-filter distortions from
fluorescence emission spectra on the basis of the
photon diffusion model and Monte Carlo simula-
tions, using the diffuse reflectance spectrum as a
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source of information about the sample absorption,
was reported by Wu et al.19,20 Patterson and
Pogue,21 using the photon diffusion model, showed
that time-resolved and frequency-domain data can
be used to eliminate the inner-filter distortions from
fluorescence emission spectra. The temporal and
spatial distributions of fluorescence intensities in
scattering media, time- and frequency-domain pa-
rameters of the measured fluorescence, and their
dependence on the scattering and absorption prop-
erties of the medium are extensively studied by the
groups of Lakowicz and Sevick-Muraca,22–27

Gratton,28–31 Chance,32 and by Gandjbakhche et al.33

Nevertheless, up to the present time no simple al-
gorithm has been offered for a real-time correction
of the inner-filter effect in fluorescence spectra from
biological and other turbid samples. No informa-
tion was found about any attempts to make a cor-
rection of the inner-filter effect in the fluorescence
excitation spectra from scattering media.

We report on a new direct analytical method to
correct the inner-filter spectral distortions. This
method can be used with standard, steady-state,
spectroscopic equipment. The necessary properties
of the sample medium are retrieved from the dif-
fuse reflectance spectrum, as was done earlier by
Morton,12 Allen,13 and Wu et al.20

A general analytical solution for the problem of
fluorescence in highly scattering media in a three-
dimensional anisotropic approach is impossible.21

Our theoretical approach is based on a simplified
model of the diffusion of photons in a strongly scat-
tering and moderately absorbing medium. The
photon diffusion model, in different approxima-
tions, was previously applied by many authors to
the multiple scattering of light in biological tissues
and model systems.5,7,19–47 We use the isotropic,
one-dimensional approximation permitting an ex-
act solution that provides the spectral intensities of
diffuse reflection and fluorescence in a closed form,
without any computer simulations. Both the diffuse
reflectance spectrum and the inner-filter distortions
of the fluorescence spectra are determined by one
wavelength-dependent function: the ratio d(l) of
absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coef-
ficient. This ratio, called darkness, can be directly
calculated from the diffuse reflectance spectrum,
and can also be used as an approximation to the
absorption spectrum.

To test our correction method, we applied it to
the emission and excitation spectra of fluorescent
dyes in highly light-scattering solutions with differ-
ent concentrations of an additional nonfluorescent
absorber dye. The correction has produced the
spectral profiles that are very close to those from
the same fluorophores in the diluted nonscattering
solutions.

Our correction formulas effectively eliminate the
inner-filter distortions from the fluorescence emis-
sion spectra and satisfactorily correct the excitation
spectra when the photon diffusion model is valid.
J

Moreover, the distortions of excitation spectra due
to their inherently nonlinear dependence on the ab-
sorption are also corrected by our formulas. The
effect corrected by our method is broader than the
inner-filter effect, and the name ‘‘internal absorption
effect’’ is more appropriate here.

2 THEORETICAL MODEL

The linear scattering coefficients for most tissues in
the visible and near UV spectral regions vary be-
tween 40 and 1000 cm−1 while the linear absorption
coefficients are usually in the range 0.1–5 cm−1.48,49

In tissue slabs of several millimeter thickness, the
incoming photons participate in numerous scatter-
ing events before they are absorbed or leave the
slab. Therefore, the propagation of photons through
the tissue is often described as a diffusion process.

We consider diffusion of photons in a uniform
semi-infinite medium containing homogeneously
distributed scattering centers, fluorescing chro-
mophores (fluorophores), and nonfluorescing chro-
mophores, as a model for a slab of tissue. We use
the isotropic approximation in which photons, as
an average, scatter isotropically after traveling the
distance of the transport mean free path (MFP) l
51/ms8 . Every isotropic act of scattering as an av-
erage consists of (12g)21 actual small-angle scat-
tering events, where g is the mean cosine of scatter-
ing angle. Considering the diffusion process within
the frame of local and total balances of photons in
the medium, we explicitly count the acts of photon
absorption and assume the MFP l to be determined
only by scattering events. Including the absorption
component into the inverse MFP, as is often done
when the transport of photons is considered, would
lead in our case to a double accounting for the ab-
sorption. We assume that the medium is refractive-
index matched on the boundary. We neglect all co-
herence effects, the secondary fluorescence
emission after reabsorption of photons by fluoro-
phores, and inelastic scattering events.

2.1 EXCITATION PHOTON NUMBER DENSITY
AND DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE

In this section we find a distribution of the excita-
tion photons in the medium and establish an ana-
lytical link between the diffuse reflectance spectrum
and parameters of the medium.

An infinitely wide parallel beam of monochro-
matic excitation light, with the intensity I (the pho-
ton flux), is incident on the surface of the sample
medium at an angle a from the normal. The z axis
is directed into the medium, perpendicular to the
boundary, with z50 on the boundary.

The excitation light in the medium can be divided
into two components: (1) isotropic (or nearly isotro-
pic) component, i.e., diffusing photons, and (2)
strongly anisotropic component, predominantly
propagating along the initial incidence direction,
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qualified as straight-propagating photons. The
straight-propagating photons include: (a) nonscat-
tered photons, and (b) photons that actually scat-
tered a few number of times at small angles.

The anisotropic component of photons does not
directly contribute into the reemission (diffuse re-
flection) from the surface, because these photons
are moving inward. We assume that all reemission
of photons is determined by the hits of diffusing
photons into the boundary. One can easily show
that the number of these hits in a unit of time, i.e.,
the total intensity of diffuse reflection from the sur-
face, is equal to

Ir5
cr0

4
, (1)

where c is the speed of light, and r0 is the number
density of photons near the surface (z50).

The balance of diffusing photons in a layer of in-
finitesimal thickness dz and unit area can be writ-
ten as

]r

]t
dz5S cl

3
]2r

]z2 1ms8Ie2mtz/cos a2cmar D dz . (2)

The three terms inside the brackets in Eq. (2) de-
scribe: (1) migration of diffusing photons, (2) con-
version of the straight-propagating photons into
diffusing photons in the layer (source density), and
(3) absorption of the diffusing photons in the layer.
The second, source-density term fades away at the
depth z of a few MFPs, and is sometimes neglected.
Nevertheless, in our steady-state case, this neglect-
ing would significantly shift the equilibrium distri-
bution of excitation photons near the surface of the
medium, which is critical for both the diffuse reflec-
tance and the fluorescence emission from the sur-
face.

In the stationary case, ]r/]t50, the resulting
time-independent equation is

]2r

]z22b2r52
3I
cl2 e2mtz/cos a, (3)

where b5A3ma /l . Equation (3) has a solution sat-
isfying the condition r→0 at z→`

r5R
4I cos a

c
e2bz1

3I~e2~mt /cos a !z2e2bz!

cl2S b22
m t

2

cos2 a D .

(4)

The second term on the right side of Eq. (4) is
combined from a partial solution of Eq. (3) and a
general solution of the corresponding homoge-
neous equation to eliminate the irregularity at
m t /cos a5b. This term goes to zero at z50 and at
z→` . The coefficient at the first term is the photon
number density r0 at the surface. We expressed it
using Eq. (1) and the definition of the diffuse reflec-
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tance. The diffuse reflectance R can be found from
the total balance of excitation photons in the me-
dium

I cos a5RI cos a1I
ma cos a

m t
1E

0

`

cmardz .

(5)

The first term on the right side is the total diffuse
reflection intensity, the second term describes the
absorbed straight-propagating photons, and the
third term represents absorption of the diffusing
photons in the medium. This yields the reflectance
to be

R~l!5
1

S 11
4

)
Ad D ~d1A3d cos a11 !

, (6)

where

d~l![ma~l!l~l!5
ma~l!

ms8~l!
(7)

is the product of the absorption coefficient and pho-
ton MFP or the ratio of absorption coefficient and
reduced scattering coefficient, defined as darkness.
High values of d result in a low return of photons
by the scattering and absorbing medium, which ex-
plains the name darkness.

The reflectance R(l) is a monotonic function of
darkness, and Eq. (6) can be resolved for the dark-
ness d(l) as a function of reflectance R(l)

d~l!5S P1/32
A

P1/32B D 2

,

P~l!5
)

8 F S 1
R

21 D2E

1AS 1
R

21 D 2

22ES 1
R

21 D2GG ,

A5 1
48 ~1514 cos a216 cos2 a!,

(8)

B5
)

12
~4 cos a11 !,

E5 1
72 ~4 cos a11 !~16 cos2 a210 cos a223!,

G5
1

1296
~3 cos a14 !2~48 cos2 a224 cos a261!.

Equations (8) offer a practical way to find the
darkness spectrum d(l) from the experimentally
measured diffuse reflectance spectrum R(l).
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2.2 FLUORESCENCE FROM HIGHLY
SCATTERING MEDIUM

All parameters with the subscript x correspond to
the excitation wavelength lx , and the parameters
with the subscript m correspond to the emission
wavelength lm .

The spectral intensity of surface fluorescence
emission at the wavelength lm , when the excitation
light has the wavelength lx , is defined as a func-
tion of these wavelengths: i f(lm ,lx)[(dIf /dl)lm

,
where I f is the total intensity of the fluorescence
emission from the surface. The spectral fluores-
cence intensity i f(lx ,lm) divided by the intensity of
the excitation light I(lx) represents the experimen-
tally measured fluorescence emission or excitation
spectrum

J~lm ,lx!5
i f~lm ,lx!

I~lx!
. (9)

When the emission wavelength lm is variable, with
the fixed excitation wavelength lx , this function
represents the emission spectrum. When the excita-
tion wavelength lx is variable, and the emission
wavelength lm is fixed, the function J(lm ,lx) rep-
resents the excitation spectrum.

The profile of the true fluorescence emission or
excitation spectrum is represented by the product
of the intrinsic emission intensity distribution func-
tion F(lm), the fluorescence quantum yield w(lx),
and the absorption coefficient of fluorophores
m fx(lx) at the excitation wavelength

T~lm ,lx!5kF~lm!w~lx!m fx~lx!, (10)

where k is a constant. The wavelength profile of the
true fluorescence emission spectrum TEM(lm) is de-
termined by the function F(lm). The profile of the
true excitation spectrum TEX(lx) is determined by
the product w(lx)m fx(lx). In our mathematical for-
malism we assume for brevity that only one type of
fluorophores is emitting fluorescence light, but our
derivation can be easily generalized for several
types of fluorophores.

The experimentally measured fluorescence emis-
sion and excitation spectra from a very weakly ab-
sorbing and nonscattering sample, with only one
fluorophore and no other chromophores, are close
in their shapes to the true spectra. In this case, the
excitation spectrum usually provides an estimate
for the shape of the fluorophore absorption spec-
trum m fx because fluorescence quantum yield w(lx)
for most of organic molecules usually shows only
minor if any dependence on the excitation wave-
length (see, for example, Ref. 50). Practically, the
excitation spectra, even from moderately absorbing
samples, are often difficult to interpret because of
their nonlinear dependence on m fx and because of a
strong distorting effect of other absorbers.

Fluorescence emission arising from the surface of
a highly scattering medium is due to the hits of the
J

diffusing fluorescence photons upon the boundary
from inside. Similar to Eq. (1), the total intensity of
this fluorescence emission is determined by the
number density of fluorescence photons near the
surface: I f5cr f0/4. The number density of photons
having their wavelengths within the band dl at the
emission wavelength lm is dr fm5(]r f /]l)lm

dl

[cmdl , where cm is the spectral number density
of fluorescence photons at the wavelength lm . The
stationary balance of fluorescence photons in the
unit-square layer of an infinitesimal thickness dz is

]r f

]t
dz5E

0

`FF~lm!wrxcm fxdz

1IF~lm!wm fxe2~mtx /cos a! zdz1
clm

3
]2cm

]z2 dz

2cmcmamdz Gdlm50. (11)

The four terms in the square brackets describe: (1)
fluorescence excitation by the diffusing photons, (2)
fluorescence excitation by the straight-propagating
photons, (3) diffusion migration of the fluorescence
photons, and (4) their absorption, respectively. The
number density of excitation photons rx can be
substituted from Eq. (4), and Eq. (11) yields a time-
independent differential equation in which the
spectral number density of fluorescence photons cm
is the unknown function of the coordinate z

]2cm

]z2 2bm
2 cm52

3IFwm fx

clm
e2~mtx /cos a!z

2
12IFwm fx cos a

clm
Rxe2bxz

2
9IFwm fx

clx
2lmS bx

22
m tx

2

cos2 a D
3~e2~mtx /cos a!z2e2bxz!. (12)

The solution of this equation satisfying the condi-
tion cm→0 at z→` is

cm5cm0e2bmz1
3IFwm fx

clm F 11
3

lx
2S bx

22
m tx

2

cos2 a D G
3

e2~mtx /cos a!z2e2bmz

bm
2 2

m tx
2

cos2 a

1
3IFwm fx

clm

3F 4Rx cos a2
3

lx
2S bx

22
m tx

2

cos2 a D G
3

e2bxz2e2bmz

bm
2 2bx

2 . (13)
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The spectral number density of fluorescence
photons on the boundary cm05cm(0), deter-
mines the spectral intensity of the fluorescence
collected from the surface at all angles within the
solid angle 2p : i f5ccm0/4. This spectral intensity
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can be found from the total stationary balance of
fluorescence photons in the medium, by integrating
all generated, absorbed, and emitted photons at all
depths and all wavelengths. The result is
i f~lm ,lx!5
IFwm fxlx cos a

11
4

)
Adm

F 4

)

Rx

Adx1
lx

lm
Adm

1
) cos a

~11dx1A3dx cos a!S 11dx1
lx

lm
A3dm cos a D SAdx1

lx

lm
AdmD 1

1

11dx1
lx

lm
A3dm cos aG .

(14)
There are no singularities in Eq. (14), because dx
>m fxlx .

In Eq. (14) the diffuse reflectance Rx is directly
measured, dx and dm can be calculated using Eq. (8)
from the measured diffuse reflectances Rx and Rm .
Photon MFPs lx and lm are much more difficult to
measure, but their ratio, which is used in Eq. (14),
can be evaluated assuming ss}1/lp wavelength
dependence of scattering cross section and a weak
wavelength dependence of the mean cosine g of the
scattering angle. These assumptions are correct for
different scattering media,5 including human
tissues.48,49 In this case, l}lp, and

lx

lm
5S lx

lm
D p

. (15)
The power p in the wavelength dependence of scat-
tering cross section and photon MFP depends on
the size of particles or the medium inhomogeneities
that determine scattering.5 It varies from p54 in the
Rayleigh limit, when the scattering particles are
much smaller than the wavelength of light, to p
50 for scattering on very large particles. In prac-
tice, the value of power p can be either predeter-
mined when the scattering properties of the sample
medium are known, or found experimentally from
an application of the correction procedure to a stan-
dard sample with similar scattering properties and
known shape of the true fluorescence spectrum.

Substituting i f from Eq. (14) into Eq. (9) and using
Eq. (15), we obtain a formula for the experimental
fluorescence spectrum as a function of the intrinsic
parameters of fluorophores and practically measur-
able parameters of the medium
J~lm ,lx!5
Fwm fxlx cos a

11
4

)
Adm

H 4

)

Rx

Adx1S lx

lm
D p

Adm

1
) cos a

@11dx1A3dx cos a#F11dx1S lx

lm
D p

A3dm cos a GFAdx1S lx

lm
D p

AdmG
1

1

11dx1S lx

lm
D p

A3dm cos aJ . (16)
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2.3 CORRECTION OF THE FLUORESCENCE
EMISSION SPECTRA

The profile of the true fluorescence emission spec-
trum can be obtained now from Eqs. (10) and (16)

TEM~lm ,lx!5
J~lm ,lx!

NY~lm ,lx!
, (17)

where the coefficient
J

N~lx!5
lx cos a

k
(18)

does not depend on the variable emission wave-
length and can be considered as a normalization
constant; and Y(lm ,lx) is the emission correction fac-
tor
Y~lm ,lx!5
1

11
4

)
Adm

H 4

)

Rx

Adx1S lx

lm
D p

Adm

1
) cos a

@11dx1A3dx cos a#F11dx1S lx

lm
D p

A3dm cos a GFAdx1S lx

lm
D p

AdmG
1

1

11dx1S lx

lm
D p

A3dm cos aJ . (19)
2.4 EMISSION SPECTRUM CORRECTION
ALGORITHM

We offer a procedure to obtain the profile of the
true fluorescence emission spectrum TEM(lm ,lx):
(1) measure the fluorescence emission spectrum
J(lm ,lx) for the fixed excitation wavelength lx and
variable emission wavelength lm ; (2) measure the
diffuse reflectance spectrum R(l) from the same
position on the sample, in the spectral range includ-
ing both the excitation wavelength lx and the
whole range of the emission spectrum; (3) calculate
the spectrum of darkness d(l) using Eq. (8); (4) sub-
stitute d(l) into Eq. (19) and calculate the correction
factor Y(lm ,lx); and (5) use Eq. (17) with an appro-
priate normalization constant N to obtain the true
spectrum of fluorescence emission TEM(lm ,lx).

2.5 CORRECTION OF THE FLUORESCENCE
EXCITATION SPECTRA

To be practically applicable for correction of fluo-
rescence excitation spectra, Eqs. (14) and (16) must
be rearranged to get a stand-alone constant lm in-
stead of a stand-alone variable lx . Multiplying the
whole of Eq. (14) and all of its denominators in the
square brackets by lm /lx , using Eqs. (15) and (10),
we obtain the profile of the true excitation spectrum
TEX(lx ,lm)

TEX~lm ,lx!5
i f~lm ,lx!

MW~lm ,lx!
, (20)

where the coefficient

M~lm!5
lm cos a

kS 11
4

)
AdmD (21)

does not depend on the variable excitation wave-
length and in practice is an arbitrary constant. The
excitation-wavelength-dependent quotient W(lm ,
lx) is the correction factor for excitation spectrum
W~lm ,lx!5
4

)

Rx

Adm1S lm

lx
D p

Adx

1
) cos a

@11dx1A3dx cos a#F ~11dx!S lm

lx
D p

1A3dm cos aGFAdx1S lx

lm
D p

AdmG
1

1

~11dx!S lm

lx
D p

1A3dm cos a

. (22)
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2.6 EXCITATION SPECTRUM CORRECTION
ALGORITHM

To obtain the profile of the true fluorescence excita-
tion spectrum TEX(lx ,lm) we offer the procedure:
(1) measure the fluorescence excitation spectrum
J(lx ,lm) for the fixed emission wavelength lm and
variable excitation wavelength lx ; (2) measure the
diffuse reflectance spectrum R(l) from the same
position on the sample, in the spectral range includ-
ing both the emission wavelength lm and the whole
range of the excitation spectrum; (3) calculate the
spectrum of darkness d(l) using Eq. (8); (4) substi-
tute d(l) into Eq. (22) and calculate the correction
factor W(lx ,lm); and (5) calculate the true fluores-
cence excitation spectrum TEX(lx ,lm) from Eq. (20)
using an appropriate normalization constant M .

3 ANALYSIS OF THEORETICAL RESULTS

3.1 THE EFFECT OF THE MEDIUM
ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING
PROPERTIES ON SPECTRAL DISTORTIONS

The internal absorption effect strongly depends on
the depth of penetration of the excitation light into
the sample. Equation (4) describes the depth depen-
dence of the excitation photon number density r
5rx(z) within the semi-infinite slab of highly scat-
tering material illuminated by a wide beam (plane
wave) of light. The depth profile of the total inten-
sity (fluence rate) U(z) of the excitation light inside
the medium can be found as the sum of the flux of
straight-propagating photons (first term) and the
diffuse intensity produced by randomly moving
photons (second term)

U5I cos ae2~mt /cos a!z1cr . (23)

The graphs of fluence rate U(z), for three values of
the incidence angle a (0°, 30°, and 60°) and five
different values of darkness d (0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01,
and 0.1) are shown in Figure 1 in dimensionless
form: the depth is measured in the units of the pho-
ton MFP. The curves for a practically unrealistic ex-
treme case d50, when the whole of the semi-
infinite medium is almost uniformly filled with
photons that can escape only through the surface,
are shown for comparison only.

The salient features of Figure 1 are the following:
(1) The excitation intensity in the scattering me-
dium is several times higher than the incident in-
tensity, due to retention of photons near the surface
of the medium as a result of multiple scattering. (2)
The maximum of the excitation intensity in the scat-
tering medium is located not at the surface, but un-
der the surface, at a depth of 0.5–3 MFPs depending
on the darkness d and the incidence angle a. These
results are in agreement with the theoretical and
experimental data obtained by Profio and Doiron,7

who used the transport equation; by Flock et al.,40

who used diffusion theory, and Monte Carlo simu-
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lations; and by Welch’s group51 that used diffusion
theory and discrete ordinate approximation to the
transport theory.

The resulting distributions of the fluorescence
photons in the medium, calculated from the ex-
panded Eq. (13), are shown in Figure 2. All the
depth profiles cm(z) are normalized at the bound-
ary (z50). These distributions are similar to those
of the excitation photons, but the maxima are
shifted deeper into the medium. A decrease in the
absorption of the fluorescence photons (lower val-
ues of dm) brings the spread of the photon distribu-
tion into the deeper layers of the medium.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the normalized
correction factors for fluorescence emission and ex-
citation spectra on the darkness values dm and dx .
Lower values of correction factors correspond to
stronger inner-filter distortions of the fluorescence
spectra. The weaker the absorption of the excitation
light, the more significant the distortion of the fluo-
rescence emission spectrum due to a deeper pen-
etration of the excitation light into the medium

Fig. 1 The fluence rate of the excitation light inside the semi-infinite
highly scattering medium as a function of the depth. The fluence
rate is divided by the intensity of the incident light. The depth is
measured in the units of the MFP of photons. (a) normal incidence,
(b) incidence angle 30°, (c) incidence angle 60°.
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Fig. 2 The normalized number density of the fluorescence emis-
sion photons inside the semi-infinite highly scattering medium as a
function of the depth. The depth is measured in the units of the MFP
of photons.
(compare with Figure 1). When the absorption of
the excitation light is strong enough (dx50.1), the
fluorescence spectrum appears almost nondistorted
even at moderate absorption (dm,0.01) in the
wavelength range of fluorescence.

Figure 3 also shows that the excitation spectra de-
pend more strongly on the darkness d than the
emission spectra. The excitation spectrum correc-
tion factor sharply falls with the increase in the
darkness dx at the excitation wavelengths. As a re-
sult, the excitation spectra appear distorted at low
values of the darkness d. This distortion grows only
weakly with the further increase in the darkness.
This is confirmed by our experimental data.

It is important to note that the distortion of the
excitation spectrum is stronger when the absorption
of the fluorescence emission is lower. The explana-
tion of this result is viewed as the following: when
this absorption is weaker, the fluorescence light can
reach the surface from the deeper layers of the me-
dium (see Figure 2). The excitation light coming to
these deep layers is significantly distorted by the
internal absorption, which results in stronger dis-
tortion of the excitation spectrum.

4 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

We tested our correction method on the phantoms
with dyes in scattering solutions commonly used to
J

model the biological media. The sample size, and
its absorption and scattering properties, were deter-
mined from the following considerations:

(a) The diffusion model is principally valid only
in highly scattering media when the reduced
scattering coefficient ms8 is much greater than
the absorption coefficient ma , i.e., d!1.

(b) In our simplified approach, we considered
the sample as a semi-infinite medium, which
practically means that all the sample dimen-
sions and the width of the light beam must
be much greater than both the MFP of pho-
tons and the photon diffusion length ldif
51/b .

A regular quartz 10 mm310 mm cuvette cell was
used in all measurements and the sample volume
was 2 ml. The main limiting factor was the width of
the excitation beam. The beam had a roughly rect-
angular cross section of 2 mm38 mm. We used
three kinds of samples. For the first group, the MFP
was 0.13 mm, and the diffusion length at 550 nm

Fig. 3 Graphical presentation of Eqs. (19) and (22). The normal-
ized correction factors for fluorescence emission spectra (upper
graph) are shown as functions of the darkness dm at the emission
wavelength, for three different values of the darkness dx at the
excitation wavelength. The normalized correction factors for fluo-
rescence excitation spectra (lower graph) are presented as func-
tions of the darkness dx at the excitation wavelength, for three dif-
ferent values of the darkness dm at the emission wavelength. The
curves for the incidence angles 0°, 30°, and 60° practically coin-
cide.
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was 0.3–0.5 mm, which are both within the neces-
sary range, but the MFP is shorter than in the com-
monly used biological samples. For the second
group of samples, the MFP was 0.25 mm, and the
diffusion length was 0.4–0.6 mm. These values are
still within the validity range of the model, and
close to the parameters of many biological media.
The third group of samples had the parameters
close to those of many other biological samples, but
the MFP of 1 mm and the diffusion lengths of 0.9–
1.3 mm were comparable with the beam width.

The spectral measurements were performed on
the Perkin-Elmer LS-50 fluorescence spectrometer
with the two single monochromators (Perkin-Elmer
Corp., Norwalk, CT). The sample was illuminated
by the light from the excitation monochromator at
the angle 30°66° from the normal. The light of
fluorescence or diffuse reflection was collected from
the illuminated surface of the sample within the
solid angle of about 0.25 sr centered at the angle 60°
from the normal. For the measurements of emission
spectra, a narrow-band filter (from Andover Corp.,
Salem, NH, or from Oriel Instruments, Stanford,
CT; full width at half maximum (FWHM)=10 nm)
for a corresponding excitation wavelength was in-
serted into the excitation beam to eliminate the
stray light of the excitation monochromator. A
long-pass glass filter (3-71; Corning Inc., Corning,
NY) was inserted before the emission monochro-
mator to eliminate the excitation light scattered by
the sample. No correction was done for the emis-
sion channel spectral sensitivity. For the excitation
spectra measurements, a corresponding narrow-
band filter was placed at the input of the emission
monochromator, and a short-pass filter (600 nm
cutoff; Oriel Instruments, Stanford, CT) was placed
at the output of the excitation monochromator to
decrease the stray light level. The excitation spectra
were divided by the transmission spectrum of the
short-pass filter.

The diffuse reflectance spectra were measured di-
rectly before or after the fluorescence measure-
ments, without moving the sample, in the synchro-
scan mode of the spectrometer (the excitation and
emission monochromators synchronously scanning
the same wavelengths). The 1:25 and 1:50 light-
attenuating mesh filters were inserted into the exci-
tation and emission beams, respectively, to allow
the diffuse reflectance measurements using the
same sensitivity and the same spectral resolution as
in the fluorescence measurements. As the reference
samples for the reflectance measurements, we used
a certified Spectralon™ 99% Reflection Standard
(Labsphere, North Sutton, NH) which has a Lam-
bertian angular distribution of reflection, or the
quartz cell with the maximal used concentration of
scatterer (5% Intralipid). The spectral profile of the
synchroscan spectrum from the Reflection Standard
was corrected to 100% reflection using the
manufacturer-supplied calibration data. To be used
as a reference spectrum, the synchroscan spectrum
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from the 5% Intralipid solution was corrected to
100% reflectance using the reflectance data inde-
pendently measured with the angular integration.
The data produced with both reflection references
were practically the same except for minor narrow
peaks coming from the stray light. The stray light of
the excitation monochromator, which cannot be re-
duced by the external devices in the synchroscan
mode, pronounces itself in the spectra in a different
way, depending on minor differences in the reflec-
tion angular distribution. The 5% Intralipid refer-
ence has the same angular distribution of the scat-
tered light as the fluorescent samples, which results
in a significant compensation of the stray light in-
fluence on our corrected spectra.

The spectral widths of both the excitation and
emission monochromators were 4 nm in all fluores-
cence measurements. In the diffuse reflectance mea-
surements, the spectral width of each monochro-
mator was set to 8 nm that, due to the addition of
the dispersions, resulted in the total 4 nm spectral
width, the same as in the fluorescence. This value of
the spectral width is small enough not to cause any
significant distortion of the spectra.

To test the correction algorithm for fluorescence
emission spectra, the following measurements were
performed on several dye phantoms. The fluores-
cence and diffuse reflectance spectra were first re-
corded from a highly scattering solution of the In-
tralipid containing a fluorescent proflavine (PF) dye
complex with DNA. Then a small amount (20 ml in
a first portion, and 30 ml in a second portion) of a
concentrated aqueous solution of nonfluorescent
Basic Fuchsine (BF) dye was added to the sample,
and the spectral measurements were repeated. The
resulting molar concentrations of BF were 0.09 and
0.22 mM, respectively. The same measurements
were done for similar samples without the fluoresc-
ing PF-DNA complex to obtain the background
spectra. These background spectra were subtracted
from the spectra of the samples with fluorescing
complex to minimize contributions from stray light
and fluorescence of impurities. The background in-
tensities did not exceed 1% of the fluorescence in-
tensity from the samples with the PF-DNA com-
plex. This background subtraction is an optional
procedure of measurement and has no relevance to
the correction method.

Data processing was performed using LabCalc
software (Galactic Industries Corp., Salem, NH)
with the self-made extensions written in Array Ba-
sic™ programming language.

4.2 MATERIALS

Proflavine (3,6-diamino acridine) hemisulfate dihy-
drate (Fluka, .99% purity) was used as the fluo-
rescing dye in the experiments for the emission
spectra correction. In the experiments on the excita-
tion spectra correction, we used the Kiton Red 620
dye (Sulforhodamine 620, laser grade; Exciton,
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Inc., Dayton, OH) as a fluorophore. A nonfluores-
cent triphenyl methane dye Basic Fuchsine (Pararo-
saniline chloride, Aldrich, .96% purity) was used
as the absorber.

To separate in space the fluorescent dye from the
absorber dye and scattering particles, to prevent
formation of nonfluorescing complexes, and to
minimize resonant energy transfer, we used a com-
plex of the proflavine fluorescent dye with DNA. It
is known that the positively charged 3,6-diamino
acridine dyes can strongly bind to DNA, intercalat-
ing between the base pairs (see, for example, Refs.
52–55). On the other hand, the triphenyl methane
dyes, also positively charged, cannot totally interca-
late because of their nonplanar structure. These
dyes rather bind to the phosphate groups outside of
the DNA molecule. An outside binding is energeti-
cally much weaker than the intercalation,53,54 there-
fore we expected that the amino acridine dye
would mainly bind to DNA, and the triphenyl
methane dye would mainly bind to the scattering
particles.

The high-polymer calf thymus DNA (Sigma
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) was used as received.
All solutions containing DNA, and the correspond-
ing control solutions without fluorophores, were
prepared in a 0.15 M phosphate buffer. The concen-
tration of PF in our solutions was 2.231026 M, and
the concentration of DNA phosphates was 2.4
31024 M. The dye/base-pair ratio was about 1:50, so
the average distance between PF molecules was
greater than 10 nm, and the resonant energy trans-
fer between them was negligible. The transmission
of the long-pass filter produced a redshift in the
emission spectra of the PF-DNA complex from 503
to 515 nm. This does not affect the internal-
absorption-effect correction test because all com-
pared emission spectra were measured with the
same filter.

The solutions with the Kiton Red (KR) dye, and
the corresponding control solutions, were prepared
in de-ionized water. Concentration of KR dye was
0.531026 M, and the contribution of this dye into
the linear absorption coefficient was m fx(565)
50.013 mm−1 at the maximum of its absorption
band. The concentrations of BF dye are indicated on
the corresponding graphs.

The Intralipid (Kabi Pharmacia Inc., Clayton, NC)
was obtained as a 10% aqueous solution and was
diluted to the necessary concentrations determined
from the formulas reported by van Staveren et al.56

To obtain the solution with the MFP of 0.13 mm at
550 nm, the stock solution was diluted 32. To ob-
tain the solution with the MFP of 0.25 mm, the
33.75 dilution was used, and the 315 dilution re-
sulted in the MFP of 1 mm at 550 nm. No traces of
precipitation were noticed in the Intralipid solu-
tions with dyes. No deterioration of the solutions
within the time of the experiments was observed.
The normalized absorption spectra of the PF-DNA
J

complex in a pure buffer, and the BF and KR dyes
in aqueous solutions are shown in Figure 4.

4.3 RETRIEVING THE LIGHT-ABSORPTION
PROPERTIES FROM THE DIFFUSE
REFLECTANCE SPECTRA

Information about the light absorption can be ob-
tained from the diffuse reflectance spectrum R(l),
using Eq. (8) which transforms R(l) into the dark-
ness spectrum d(l), which is the ratio [Eq. (7)] of the
absorption coefficient and the reduced scattering
coefficient.

Figure 5 shows an example of the experimental
reflectance spectrum (curve R) from the strongly
scattering 2.7% Intralipid aqueous solution with the
BF dye. The reflection standard was used as a ref-
erence sample. This resulting darkness spectrum is
shown as the curve d. This spectrum almost coin-
cides in the shape with the spectrum transformed
using the well-known Kubelka–Munk formula,57,58

however our formula yields values of ma /ms8 that

Fig. 4 Absorption spectra of the dyes: Proflavine in the complex
with DNA, Basic Fuchsine, and Kiton Red. The spectra are normal-
ized to the unit maximum absorption.

Fig. 5 Experimental diffuse reflectance spectrum (curve R) from the
2.7% Intralipid solution with 0.24 mM BF dye, and the darkness
spectrum (curve d) obtained from R using Eq. (8).
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are about five times lower than the corresponding
values obtained from the Kubelka–Munk formula.

We compared the darkness values d obtained
from Eq. (8) with the independently calculated ra-
tios ma /ms8 . The darkness value at the wavelength
540 nm, near the maximum of the BF absorption,
d(540)50.19 was obtained using Eq. (8) from the
diffuse reflectance spectrum as shown in Figure 5.
The value of the absorption coefficient ma(540)
50.64 mm−1 was obtained from the directly mea-
sured absorption spectrum of the solution with the
same concentration of BF dye, but without scat-
terer. The reduced scattering coefficient ms8(540)
54.0 mm−1 was determined from the formulas re-
ported by van Staveren et al.56 The calculated ratio
is ma(540)/ms8(540)50.16, which differs from the
spectral value of the darkness d(540) within 20%.
This shows that our Eq. (8) for the ratio of the ab-
sorption and the reduced scattering coefficients is
in a good quantitative agreement with the experi-
ment.

4.4 CORRECTION OF FLUORESCENCE
EMISSION SPECTRA

Figures 6–9 show the experimental testing of our
procedure for the internal absorption correction in
the fluorescence emission spectra. In all these fig-
ures, the dotted curves show the fluorescence emis-
sion spectra from the PF-DNA fluorescing complex
in the 0.15 M phosphate buffer solution with the
same concentration as in all other measurements.
The emission spectra from similar samples contain-
ing the Intralipid scatterer have practically the same
profile, and are not shown. The profiles of these
spectra are close to the true emission spectrum. In
Figures 6–8, the dashed and dot-dashed curves rep-
resent the fluorescence emission spectra of the PF-
DNA complex in the 5% Intralipid solution, dis-
torted by the inner-filter effect caused by the
nonfluorescent BF dye added in different concen-
trations to the sample. The correction factors were
calculated [Eqs. (8) and (19)] from the correspond-
ing diffuse reflectance spectra, and every experi-
mental fluorescence spectrum was divided [Eq.
(17)] by its correction factor. All the resulting cor-
rected spectra were normalized to the unit maxi-
mum intensity and plotted as the solid curves.

Figure 6 presents the emission spectra corrected
with different values of the parameter p in Eq. (19).
The effect of this parameter is noticeable, but not
very strong. The best restoration of the true profile
was obtained with p53. We used this value for the
correction of all other emission spectra presented in
Figures 7–9.

Figure 7 shows that the distortion of the fluores-
cence spectrum due to the inner-filter effect is more
pronounced when the medium absorption is stron-
ger. In the spectral region of the distortion, the lin-
ear absorption coefficient was ma(550)50.21 mm−1

for the dashed curve, and ma(550)50.48 mm−1 for
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the dot-dashed curve. The corrected spectra (solid
curves) practically coincide and are very close to
the true spectrum.

A similar comparison is done for the three differ-
ent excitation wavelengths: 460 nm, at the maxi-
mum of the absorption band of PF-DNA (see Figure
4); 440 and 420 nm, at levels of about 2/3 and 1/3
of the maximum absorption, respectively. The cor-
responding values of the fluorophore contributions
into the absorption coefficient are m fx(460)
50.0185 mm−1, m fx(440)50.0126 mm−1, and
m fx(420)50.0062 mm−1. The apparent fluorescence
emission spectra (dashed curves in Figure 8) show
a stronger distortion by the inner-filter effect for the
excitation wavelengths where absorption is weaker.
The corrected spectra, as in the previous case, are

Fig. 7 Correction of the internal absorption effect in the fluores-
cence emission spectra from PF-DNA complex in the 5% Intralipid
solution with two different concentrations of the absorber dye (BF).
The correction was done using the power p53. Excitation wave-
length: lx5440 nm. The spectra are normalized in the maxima.

Fig. 6 Effect of the power p on the internal absorption correction
in the fluorescence emission spectrum from PF-DNA complex in the
5% Intralipid solution. Excitation wavelength: lx5440 nm. The
spectra are normalized in the maxima.
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Fig. 8 Correction of the fluorescence emission spectra measured
with different excitation wavelengths: 460 nm (in the maximum of
the absorption), 440 nm (at about 2/3 of the maximum absorp-
tion), and 420 nm (at about 1/3 of the maximum absorption). The
PF-DNA complex in the 5% Intralipid solution with the absorber dye
(BF). The correction was done using the power p53. The spectra
are normalized in the maxima.
very close to the true spectrum and practically co-
incide.

Figure 9 shows the correction of the fluorescence
emission spectra from PF-DNA complex in the In-
tralipid solutions corresponding to the photon MFP
values l'0.13 mm, l'0.25 mm, and l'1 mm. For
the shortest MFP, which is well within the limits of
the validity of our approach, the corrected spec-
trum is very close to the true spectrum (the upper
graph in Figure 9, and Figures 6–8). The inner-filter
distortion is strongest for the longest MFP of pho-
tons (1 mm), as could be expected for higher values
of darkness. Though our approach is not supposed
to be valid in this case, the corrected spectrum is
affordably close to the true spectrum.

Similar results were obtained for suspensions of
latex beads of two different sizes. There was a close
similarity of the spectra to those from the Intralipid
solutions. Some difference was found in the opti-
mal value of the power p in Eq. (19). For the spectra
from the samples with the beads of 0.198 mm diam-
eter, the best correction was obtained with p52–3,
as for the Intralipid solutions, while for the beads of
1.07 mm diameter this value turns out to be closer to
1, which naturally comes from the larger size of the
particles.

4.5 CORRECTION OF FLUORESCENCE
EXCITATION SPECTRA

On the upper graph of Figure 10 the dotted curve
shows the nondistorted fluorescence excitation
spectrum of KR dye in the aqueous solution with-
out the added absorber and without the scatterer.
The spectrum for the sample with the same concen-
tration of KR in 2.7% Intralipid solution is very
close in shape to the dotted curve and is not shown.
After the BF dye in the concentration of 0.24 mM is
J

added to this sample, the excitation spectrum of KR
dye (dashed curve) appears distorted. The correc-
tion factors were calculated from the diffuse reflec-
tance spectra using Eqs. (8) and (22). The experi-
mental excitation spectra were divided by their
correction factors and normalized to the unit maxi-
mum intensity. Four corrected spectra, for different
values of the power p in Eq. (22), are shown as the
solid curves. The curves for p52 and p53 are the
closest in shape to the nondistorted spectrum. The
lower graph in Figure 10 compares the correction
results for two different concentrations of the ab-
sorber. The linear absorption coefficients in the
spectral region of the distortion were ma(550)
50.52 mm−1 for the dashed curve, and ma(550)
51.31 mm−1 for the dot-dashed curve. The curves
do not differ significantly, which is in agreement
with the prediction of our model: a distortion of the
excitation spectrum arises at low values of darkness
of the medium, and this distortion does not in-
crease much with a further increase of the darkness.
The corrected spectra (solid curves) for both con-
centrations almost coincide and are close in shape
to the nondistorted excitation spectrum (the dotted
curve). A difference (short-wavelength shift of the

Fig. 9 Correction of the internal absorption effect in the fluores-
cence emission spectra from the PF-DNA complex in the Intralipid
solutions with different values of the photon MFP. The correction
was done using the power p53. Excitation wavelength: lx
5440 nm. The spectra are normalized in the maxima.
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Fig. 10 Correction of the fluorescence excitation spectra of the
Kiton Red dye in the 2.7% Intralipid solution. The absorber dye was
BF; emission wavelength: lm5620 nm. The upper graph shows
the results of the correction using different values of the power p.
The lower graph shows the correction, with the power p53, for
two different concentrations of the absorber. The spectra are nor-
malized in the maxima.
maximum) between the corrected spectra and the
spectrum from the sample without the absorber
and without the scatterer can be attributed to the
effect of reemission of photons absorbed by KR
dye, which is not accounted for in our model.

5 DISCUSSION

The experimental results presented in Figures 6–8
and the upper graphs of Figure 9 show that our
correction method eliminates the spectral distor-
tions produced by the inner-filter effect in fluores-
cence emission spectra from highly scattering me-
dia when the MFP is within the range of validity of
our model. The reflectances in our experiments
were in the range R50.85–0.1, which corresponds
to the values of darkness d50.004–0.9. These val-
ues, and three values of the photon MFPs (transport
lengths) of 0.13, 0.25, and 1 mm, are in the ranges of
parameters usually found in biological tissues, such
as breast and brain. The highest values of darkness
and photon MFP exceed the margins of the validity
of our mathematical approach in our experimental
conditions. Nevertheless, even in these conditions
our correction method satisfactorily restored the
profile of the true fluorescence emission spectrum.
This means that our
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model can work in a wider range of parameters
than it is formally supposed to do. It would be in-
teresting to test our correction procedure in a
broader range than we did, but the stray light of the
spectrometer and coagulation of the scattering par-
ticles preclude this now.

Our experiments on the correction of excitation
spectra were done in nonideal conditions due to the
difficulties imposed by the stray light of the spec-
trometer. The data presented in Figure 10 show that
our method satisfactorily restores the true excita-
tion spectrum. However, further testing of the exci-
tation correction method is needed.

We do not consider the reported experimental
testing as a full validation of the method. This vali-
dation requires more comprehensive testing. The
margins of the applicability of the method have not
been reached yet and must be established later. We
think that the method can be cautiously applied to
some biological samples, in which the inhomogene-
ities have the dimensions much greater than the
photon MFP. Our method is not supposed to be
applicable to thin-layered or strongly nonuniform
media.

Our method for internal absorption effect correc-
tion can be easily implemented technically. The cor-
rection algorithms for both emission and excitation
spectra do not require any lengthy and time-
consuming computer processing and can be per-
formed on practically any personal computer. Full
mathematical processing of 100 spectra on a Pen-
tium 100 MHz computer using a self-made exten-
sion to the LabCalc software (Galactic Industries
Corp.) takes a few seconds. Running one addi-
tional, synchroscan, spectrum requires only a dupli-
cation of the scanning time that usually varies from
a few seconds to several minutes.

6 CONCLUSION

A direct method was developed and experimen-
tally tested, which can correct the internal light-
absorption effect in fluorescence emission and exci-
tation spectra from moderately absorbing and
highly scattering media. The true fluorescence
emission or excitation spectrum is obtained from
the measured fluorescence spectrum by dividing it
by a wavelength-dependent correction factor that is
directly calculated from the diffuse reflectance
spectrum measured from the same position on the
sample. The method is simple for technical imple-
mentation and allows rapid spectral correction.
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